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ABSTRACT

Optical absorption spectra of inner Shell transitions in

alkall halides and solid rare gases have been obtained by the

use of Synchrotron radiation in the photon energy ränge 10 to

260 eV. For the alkali halides the results are compared wlth

those in the fundamental absorption region, for the solid rare

gases wlth the corresponding atomic transitions. The discussion

of the results includes band structure calculations äs well äs

exclton theory. In the experimental part some remarks are made

on the characteristics of Synchrotron radiation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Alkali halides and rare gas solids are formed from ions or atoms

respectlvely whlch have completely fllled atomic Shells, and

whose electrons, therefore, are closely bound to the nucleus.

As a result there is a big energy gap between the occupied valence

band states and the unoccupied conductlon band states. Because

of the big band gap these solids are transparent In the visible

and have the onset of optlcal absorption in the vacuum ultra-

violet. There are two reasons for the rapid growth of interest

in the optical behaviour of these wide band gap materlals during

the last few years. One reason is the development of experlmental

techniques which has allowed more and more refined experiments.

The second reason is the development of band structure calcu-

lations, which are now available for nearly all alkali halides

and solid rare gases. Both developments are closely connected,

for on the one hand the band calculations stimulated the experi-

mentallsts to compare experimental results with theoretical pre-

dictions. On the other hand the theoreticians used experimental

values (e.g. of band gap energy) to adjust certain parameters in

their calculations. Because of the big binding energy of the

valence electrons the wavefunctions are highly locallzed (in the

alkali halides at the halogen Ion) and can be theoretically treated

llke the core states by a tight binding approximatlon. The valence

bands are relatively flat and their width 1s much smaller than the

band gap energy. The conduction band states are composed of the
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unoccupied atomic states; because of the overlapping of the

wavefunctions of neighbourlng atoms they are spread over both

the negative and positive Ions. As the band calculatlons give

results on the energy eigenstates of an electrpn in the con-

duction band with a filled valence band, they describe only

interband transitions correctly. In large band gap materials

with a low dielectric constant however, transitions play a big

role where the hole, left by the excited electron, is not com-

pletely screened by the surrounding valence electrons but forms

bound states together with the excited electron. These states are

called excitons.

Excitons may be described with the help of two different models1:

The Frenkel picture describes the excitons äs belng bullt up of

atomic wavefunctions. The Wannier-Mott picture describes it äs

a hole surrounded by the electron at a distance of the order of

the lattice constant. The Wannier-Mott excitons from hydrogen-

like elgenstate series, which converge towards certaln slngula-

rities in the continuum conduction band. In our case an Inter-

mediate picture between these two boundary models has to be

applied: Baldini2 found that in valence band transitions of the

solid rare gases, the first exciton is very close to the first

atomic transition in the gas, but he also saw exciton series

which are especlally clear in solid xenon. In alkali halides

exciton series have also been seen e.g. by Fischer and Hilsch.3

Band calculations covering the conduction band states are avail-

able for LiF***5, LiCl6, LiBr7, LiJ8, NaCl6*9»10, NaBr7, NaJ8,

KC16,n-i3> KBr7, KJlit, RbCl7, RbBr7, CsJ15>16, and for Ar17'19,

Kr20, and Xe21 .
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A revlew of the theoretical and experimental problems Involved

in the investlgatlon of optical propertles of alkall halldes

and solid rare gases may be found in papers by Knox and Tee-

garden22 and Baldini.2

II. VALENCE BAND AND GORE SHELL TRANSITIONS

i

The bulk of experimental material of optical properties of al-

kall halides and solid rare gases 1s avallable on transitions

from the valence band. The valence band is bullt up of p-symme-

trlc states. As the lowest part of the conduction band is mainly

s-symmetric, the onset of optical absorption mainly shows struc-

ture due to transitions between these states includlng the

excitons. As different transitions may have initial states at

different points of the valence band, the optical absorption

structure in the fundamental absorption reglon does not direct-

ly glve a picture of the conduction band structure but of the

comblned valence- and conduction-band structure. Since the

valence states have p-like symmetry wavefunctions concentrated

at the halogen Ion, the result is that only transitions into

s- and d-symmetric final states, whose wavefunctions have a

conslderable weight at the halogen ion, can be observed.

To get Information on the other states in the conduction band,

transitions from the core levels on both Ions with different

symmetry have to be studied additionally. Transitions from p-

symmetric core states are also interesting. As the core bands
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are completely flat a comparison of the absorptlon from the p-

symmetrlc valence and the p-symmetrlc core states should help V

in the identificatlon of the point of the Brillouin zone scheine

at which the transition occurs,

The threshold energies for core excltation from the different

subshells in the alkall halides and rare gases in the energy ränge

up to 500 eV are compiled in Fig. 1. Most of the energy values

glve the onset of absorption based on optical measurements, the

rest are values of the blnding energy taken from the tables of

Bearden and Burr.23 The observable fine structure in absorption

spectra investlgated by transltions from very deep lying levels

(threshold energy > 500 eV) lacks more and more obtainable energy

resolutlon due to the fact that the initial states are Auger-

broadened. Auger broadening also smeares out structures in tran-

sitions in the outer s-shells21* of the alkali halides (except

Ll 1s). Therefore these states are omitted in Fig. 1.

Investigations of inner Shell transitions In the energy ränge 10

to 500 eV bring about large experimental problems, especially con-

cernlng the lack of radiation sources and suitabl'e radiation de-

tectors for thls spectral ränge. Technical developments, especial-

ly the use of Synchrotron radiation, have helped to overcome these

Problems. Therefore some remarks on the characteristics of syn-

chrotron radiation and on the experimental problems connected

with the use of this source should be made before a review of

the results of inner Shell transitions will be given.
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Flg. l Threshold energies for transltions from the dlfferent
occupied Shells In the alkall halides and rare gases. Each
compound is Indlcated for the valence band transitions. For
core levels the dependence of the chemical composltion is
small and therefore has been neglected.
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III. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

Synchrotron radiation is emitted by electrons centripetally

deflected in bendlng magnets of high energy cyclic accelerators

and storage rings. The radiation has a continuous spectral dis-

trlbutlon extending from the radio wave reglon up to the ultra-

violet or x-ray region dependent on the electron energy. Flg. 2

shows, äs an example of spectral distribution the characteristics

of the Synchrotron radiation at the 7,5 GeV electron Synchrotron

DESY in Hamburg. The intensity 1s much higher than that of other

sources especially of gas discharge continua and thus makes Syn-

chrotron radiation most suitable for absorption, reflectlon- and

photoyleld measurements in gases and solids. The high degree of

polarization of the radiation is also very useful for solid state

investigations. Table I summarlzes the different accelerators

where Synchrotron radiation experiments have been performed or

are in preparatlon. The basic parameters of the different acce-

lerators (maximum energy Em^v, the magnetic radius R , * QV glv-max m ma.x

ing the spectral maximum, and the circulatlng current I) are ln-

cluded together with remarks on the experimental results pub-

lished so far. The theoretical basis for Synchrotron radiation

may be found in textbooks.2S>26 An extended development of the

theory äs based on the classical electrodynamics by Schwinger27

and on the quantum mechanics by Sokolov et.al.28 has been given.

General descriptions of the characteristics of Synchrotron ra-

diation at different accelerators can be found in references29"31.
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Fig. 2 The spectral distribution of the Synchrotron radiatlon
emltted by electrons of different energies at DESY.
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As the Synchrotron radiation has a very small angular dispersion

around the instantaneous electron fllght direction it is usually

taken from a beam pipe mounted tangentlally on the electron orblt

in a bending magnet and led to the spectrometers several meters

apart from the tangential point. In Hamburg and Tokyo, where the

data, to be revlewed in the next chapter, have been taken,

different spectrometers in normal and in grazing incldence have

been used. At DESY photomultipliers have been used for radiation

detection, whereas in Tokyo photographic films have been used.

The latter does not allow exact intensity measurements, so that

the evaluatlon of quantitative absorption coefficients is dlffi-

cult. On the other hand they register the whole spectrum simul-

taneously and therefore are insensitive to current fluctuations

in the accelerators which need intensity normallzation procedures

during scanning of the absorption spectrum with photomultipliers.

These current fluctuations are a special problem in Synchrotrons

but will not play an important role in storage rings, such äs the

one in Stoughton, where alkali halide experiments are being

performed by a group from the Unlversity of Illinois.32 At acce-

lerators in the GeV (109 eV) ränge the spectrum of Synchrotron

extends to the x-rays (in the 100 keV-region), thus causing back-

ground radiation. This background radiation can be suppressed by

inserting a rnirror between the source and the spectrometers,

which only reflects wavelengths longer than a limiting wavelength

which depends on the entrance angle. Deside this strayllght,

caused by the high energy background radiation, the continuous

spectral distrlbution glves rlse to background caused by light



Machine

Glasgow Linac

National Bureau

of Standards NBS

Wisconsin Storage

Ring

Glasgow Synchr.

Frascati Synchr.

Tokyo Synchr.

Bonn Synchr.

NINA Daresbury

CEA Cambridge/Mass.

DESY Hamburg

max

100 MeV

180 MeV

240 MeV

330 MeV

1,1 GeV

1,3 GeV

2,3 GeV

4 GeV

6 GeV

7,5 GeV

P
magn

5 cm

0,83 m

0,5*1 '

1,25 m

3,6 m

4,0 m

7,65 m

20,8 m

26,0 m

31,7 m

max

118 8

330 8

92 8

82 8

6,3 8

4,3 8

1,5 8

0,76 8

0,3 8

0,17 8

i

•̂ 1 A

9 mA

5 mA

30 mA

10 mA

Experimental Results published so far

Rare Gases, N«, AI, AlpO,, Sn

Ar, Kr, Xe

Heavy Metals

Ar, N-, Metals, Alkali-Chlorides
AgCl, T1C1

Metals, Solid Rare Gas :s,
Alkali-Halogenides ,
Intensity Calibration

Table I: List of accelerators and storage rings where Synchrotron radlation experiments
are elther being performed or are in preparation.

in a 70 kr supercondicting magnet
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which 1s reflected from tht gratlng In higher orders. Thls

higher order llght can be ,;uppressed by the cholce of gratings

havlng an appropriate refl-ictlon characteristic (entrance angle,

blaze angle) and by the uso of different fllters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS F OM INNER SHELL TRANSITION MEASURE-

MENTS

IV,l Initial state wlth p- ymmetry.

*'

As can be seen from Flg. l the core Shells with the lowest thre-

shold energy are the outer shells of the alkall Ions. Cs 5p has

Its threshold at 13 eV, Rb^p at 16 eV, K+3p at 20 eV, and Na+2p

at 32 eV.

Transitions from the K 3p-£nell. Reflectlon measurements for In-

vestlgatlon of transitlons from the K 3p-level have been per-

fomed by Synchrotron radiation on KC1, KBr and KJ.33 Blechschmidt

et.al.33 used the multi-anfLe reflection method to evaluate n and
i

k, äs well äs e-, e~ and l a— In the energy ränge 12 to 30 eV. At

this ränge Synchrotrons are not the only radiatlon sources avail-

able, but wlth Synchrotron r-adiatlon 1t is easy to scan the photon

energy spectrum continuousl r with high resolutlon over a wide

ränge. In addltion measuren .-nts in parallel- and perpendicular-

polarlzed light allow for clecklng conslstency and accuracy of

the data obtained. Stephan -t.al.35~36 using a multlline caplllary
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dlscharge radlation source have made reflectlön measurements for

15° angle of incidence and a subsequent Kramers-Kronig analysls

for an evaluation of KF, KC1 and KBr In the energy ränge 5 to

45 eV. The results of both groups for KC1 and KBr dlffer slight-

ly in quantitative values but agree completely In the shape of

the spectra äs compared one to another and wlth results obtalned

from electron energy loss experlments made by Creuzburg37 and

Keil.38 In the KF-results34 a repetltion of the valence band

structures can clearily be seen in the K 3p-transitions. In KC1 and

KBr the FI- and X,-excitons can clearily be seen at the beglnning

of each transition. The similarity of the rest of the absorption

structure is not äs great äs in KF. There could be reasons for

these differences: a) The initial states of valence band- and

K 3p-transitions are on different ions and the final state wave-

functlons in the conduction band of KC1 and KBr might be more

inequally distributed on both ion types äs in KF. b) The spin-orbit

Splitting of K 3p is small (̂ 0.27 eV) and the double peaks in

absorption have not been resolved by Stephan et.al.34"36, but

Keil in KBr38 and Blechschmidt et.al. in KJ33 see some indlcation

of it in the r.-exciton. The valence band on the other side of

KClls split by 0.1 eV and of KBr by 0.5 eV, thus givlng, in the

case of KBr, double peaks in the valence band absorption, which

would have to be unfolded before a comparison with the K 3p-tran-

sition could be made, a problem which is difficult because of

interaction between the transltions from the two valence band

parts.
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Transitions from the Rb 4p and Cs 5p-shell. The Rb+4p and

Cs 5p-transitions have mainly been studied by Salto et.al.39

The authors used a capillary discharge radiation source. Sharp

peaks in the absorption spectra can be seen near the onset of

the p-transltlons (13 eV for Cs , 16 eV for Rb ) whlch can be

correlated to r.- and X,-excitons.7

Transitions from the Na 2p-shell. The onset of transitlons from

the Na 2p-shell occurs in the sodlum halides at about 32 eV. The

absorption spectra of all sodium-halides have been studied at

DESY with Synchrotron radiation,l+0 and bei Sagawa41who used the

quasi-continuum of a uranium rod spark radiation source, inltially

developed by Damany et.al.1*2 The NaCl should be discussed äs

representative for all sodium halides. Fig. 3 shows the DESY

results äs compared with results of measurements of Cl~2p-transi-

tlons performed at the Tokyo Synchrotron43 and with data of

valence band transitions obtained by Roessler and Walker.1*1*

At the onset of transitlons in all three curves sharp structures

can be seen superimposed onto a residual continuum, which is

due to transitions from the valence band int o high lying states

of the conduction band, The peaks A and B in the Na 2p-curve can

be ascribed to both the l^-excitons. Thelr energy dlstance is

close to the spin-orbit Splitting value in the free ion of 0,2 eV.

It is however remarkable that the height of A : B is not 2 : l

äs would be expected from the statistic contribution of the

2p,/2 and 2p1/2 Shell, but 0,6 : l in NaF, 0,3 :1 in NaCl,

0,4? : l in NaBr and 0,19 : l in NaJ. This Inversion of the
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Valence Band
Roessler *Walkerj

1968

DESY 1968
Na*2p-absorption

Tokyo 1968
Cl" 2p-absorption

200 210

Fig. 3 Comparison of the absorption structure of NaCl
for transitions from the valence band, Na* 2p-level and
Cl~ 2p-level.
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oscillator strengths 1s explained by Onodera and Toyozawa45 äs

caused by exchange interaction between the electron and the

positive core hole. In Fig. 3 the energy adjustment of all three

curves is made in such a way thafc the first exciton peaks coin-

clde slnce no interband transition edges can be identifled. The

first peaks in all absorption curves are assumed to represent

the r^-exciton, äs r. 1s the lowest point of the conduction

band.6»9»10 Fig. 4 shows the conduction band structure äs ob-

talned by A.B. Kunz6, extended by inclusion of the approximate

Position of the Na 2p-level and the Cl~2p-level. The next peak

G (In Fig. 3) with the correspondlng peak at 10 eV in the valence

band absorption curve is believed to represent the X,-exciton.

Its energy in the valence band äs related to the r,,-exciton is

sllghtly higher than in the Na 2p-transition. This can be ex-

plained from the fact that in the valence band the initial state

X* is at a lower energy than at rA, the initial state of the

r1-exciton, whereas the Na 2p band is completely flat. The next

peak D coincides with the 11.0 eV peak in the valence band ab-

sorption spectrum. This may lead to the assumptlon, that it may

be a exciton coupled to a singularlty at the -r-point, i.e. r'

although according to the results of A.B. Kunz6 1t would requlre

a somewhat higher energy. It should be pointed out, that the

three band calculations for NaCl6'9"10 differ not only in the

Position of energy, but also in the order of singularlties at

the different points in the Brillouin zone. These differences

have been pointed out and the reason for them have been discussed

by A.B. Kunz et.al.**6
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Fig. 4 Bandstructure of NaCl after A.B. Kunz6 with in-
clusion of the position of Na+ 2p and Cl" 2p. The zero-
polnt of the energy scale has arbitrarily been positioned
at the bottom of the conduction band.
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About the role of two-quantum excltations. A step in the Na 2p-

absorption can be seen between P and G (Fig. 3), which can also

be seen in similar forms in the other sodlum halides and in the

2p-absorptions of all Chlorides.1*3 Thls stepllke increase of ab-

sorption, which has no parallel in the valence band absorption

structure, has been assumed by Iguchi et.al.1*3 to be caused by

double quantum excitation. In fact the step has an energy distance

from the threshold which is equal to the band gap energy. It would

therefore be energetically possible to have simultaneously excit-

ed one exciton or interband transition from the core- and one

from the valence band level. Theoretical predictions of the os-

cillator strength of two quantum excitations47 >1*8 are contra-

dictory to each other.

Energy distribution measurements of photoelectrons of NaCl in the

vicinity of the Na 2p-threshold have been performed at DESY1*9

to get addltional Information from experimental results. The re-

sults are shown in Fig. 5- The increase of the continuum inten-

slty underlying the discrete structure can be ascribed to the

distribution of the prlmary spectrum in the spectrometer, agalnst

which no normalization is possible äs is the case in the absorption

curve reduction. The appearence of all peaks up to 42 eV even at

retardation potential up to -11 V shows that they are of excitonlc

nature, because interband transitions should yield photoelectrons

wlth kinetic energies only up to 8̂ eV. For retardation potentials

higher than -8 V the structure from E .= ^3 eV to higher photon

energies is cut away edge-like at an energy distance from the

2p-transitions onset at 3̂  eV, which is equal to the retarding

potential. This indicates, that here one-electron transitions play
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50 EJeV)

Fig. 5 Photoemission of NaCl in the vicinity of Na+ 2p-
transitions for different retarding potentials.
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the main role since in the case of two-electron transitions

both electrons would have low E, , and therefore would already

be suppressed by lower retarding potentlals. Peak G at 43.0 eV

1s suppressed not so much by small retarding potentials äs the

peaks at higher photon energles. This shows that it 1s lylng at

an energy Just below the onset of inelastlc sctatterlng.

Thus in our oplnion, the double-exciton- or double-electron-

excitation can be excluded äs an explanation for the absorptlon

step near 43 eV.

IV.2 Initial state wlth s-symmetry

Transitions from the Li Is-shell. The investigation of initial

states whlch have no p-symmetry gives us the possibility to

study complementary states in the conduction band. The onset of

transitions from the Li K-shell 1s at about 60 eV. The absorptlon

behaviour of these transitions has been studled at DESY for all

lithium halides.50 The theoretical band calculations of the

llthlum halides5"8 indicate that the L.-point 1s very close to

the r1-polnt. In LiCl and LiBr it is sllghtly above, in LiF and

LiJ 1t 1s even below r-, thus making L- the lowest point in the

conduction band. This has an important result because only where

LI is the lowest point is it an M -point,51 to whlch normal

excitons can be coupled. The even parity of L- is only valid if

the origin of the Brillouln zone is in the halogen Ion. For the

orlgin in the alkali Ion the parity is changed, a fact which is

valid for all points at L.'S52
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Comparlson of the experlmental data on Ll Is-transitlon with

valence band transition is malnly possible for LiP, where, in

the fundamental absorptlon region, data are avallable up to

25 eV from Roessler and Walker,53 whereas for the other Ll-

halides data are only avallable near the threshcl^,5l* The band

structure of LIP has been calculated by Kunz, Miyakawa and Oyama,5

who also from the theoretical point of vlew, made a comparlson

of the experlmental valence-band and Ll Is-transltion data

(see Flg. 6) also Includlng electron loss data.37 The first peak

In the valence band data 1s ascrlbed to the L^-exclton, L- belng

the lowest polnt of the conductlon band. As the wavefunctions

of LI are highly concentrated around the halogen Ion, tran-

sltlons from the Is-level of Ll , although allowed by the optl-

cal selectlon rules, are very weak and show up In the Is-tran-

sltlons only äs a small shoulder A. It should be noted that

LiJ8, also havlng the L. lower than r-, shows a slmllar shoulder

at the onset of a higher absorption peak.50

Then the Is-transltlons show a prominent absorption peak B, which

is ascribed5 to an exciton at the p-symmetric X^-point but it

should be polnted out, that the energy difference A - B 1s much

smaller in the experiment, than should be expected from theory.

It should be noted, that, accordlng to Moore55, the excitation

energy of the free Li (Is2+ls2p) is around 6l,3 eV and there-

fore very close to A and B. The other structures may be elther

excitons or interband transltions, but their assignement in vlew

of the band structure is difficult. However, it 1s remarkable

that, except for peak D the rest of the structure has a simllar
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after Kunz, Miyakawa and Oyama.5
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shape, desplte the fact that both transitions come from states

of different symmetry, localized at different ion types. An

Important proof of the energy adjustment of the two curves in

Flg. 6 would be a measurement of the LiF-emission, whlch would

dlrectly show the energy difference between the valence band and

the Ll K-level. The transitlon should occur around 50 eV, but

no results of emisslon measurements on LIF came to the authors

knowledge.

Another check could be in the form of an independent measure-

ment of the blnding energy of the electrons in the different

Shells by the ESCA-method.55a Although scme examples are given

in reference55a of alkali halldes electron binding energles, no

values are found for the lithium halides.

Transitions from the Ne 2s- and Ar 3s-shell. Up to now we were

only concerned with alkali halides. In solid rare gases measure-

ments of inner Shell transitions give the opportunity to dlrect-

ly compare the same transitions in the gaseous and solid state

in contrast to the alkall halides, where no transitions from

core states haye been studled on vapours. In solid rare gases

the weak van-der-Waals binding forces make one expect that

there are major similarities in the absorption spectra, not

only äs far the position of absorption structures is concerned,

but also with regard to the shape of the lines. For many years

the Synchrotron of the National Bureau of Standards has been

used for extensive measurements of the autoionization levels

of solid rare gases.56 Different types of absorption profiles
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have been identifled and In collaboration with Fano and Cooper57

ascribed to the interaction of the discrete states with the under-

lylng continuum. In Ne 2s-transitions.58 assymetric and in Ar 3s-

transitions59 "window" type absorptlon proflles.have been found.

Although some evidence of assymetric line shape has also been

seen in dlfferent solids51, it seemed especially interesting to

see if and to what extend characterlstic line shapes in gases

could also be seen in the solldified rare gases. First results

obtained at DESY60 indicate, that the assymetric absorption lines

in Ne 2s can also clearly be seen in the solid, somewhat broadened

and shlfted by 3 eV to higher energies. In Ar 3s one "window" type

line has also been seen.

IV.3 Initial state with d-symmetry

Transitions from the Kr 3d-shell. The band calculatlons for solid

Kr20 indicate that the lowest parts of the conduction band mainly

consist of s- and d-symmetric states. The Inversion of parity at

L does not occur in the monoatomic solid. It is therefore inter-

esting to investigate, to which points of the Brillouin zone

excltons are coupled which may be found in the absorption spectrum.

Elllot61 has shown that two types of exciton transitions exist.

The first are the "allowed" exciton series, formed between initial

and final states, where direct optical transitions are allowed by

the selection rules (the normal case for the p-symmetrlc valence

band and the lowest s- and d-symmetrlc parts of the conduction band)

The second are the "forbidden" excitons, formed between states,

where direct transitions are not allowed. Here all Rydberg series
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members, except n=l can be formed. The classical experlmental

example 1s the exclton series In Cu-0.62

Fig. 7 shows the absorption structure of solid and gaseous Kr

in the reglon of the gas absorption lines,63 The energy of

the Kr gas lines has already been evaluated by Coullng and

Madden61* and served äs energy callbration for the DESY measure-

ments. In solid Kr many peäks can be seen (also above the ioni-

zation limlt in the gas) which can be correlated in pairs, the

correspondlng partners always having an energy dlfference of

about 1.22 eV, the spin orbit Splitting energy of the 3d-shell.61*

At the onset a weak peak A can be seen, superimposed onto a

continuum absorption of valence electron transitions Into high

lying states of the conduction band. Then a very high peak B

at 91.6 eV with its partner B1 at 92.8 eV follows, which are

very close to the first members of the gas transitions. Because

of their shape and their energy posltion lines B, C and B1, Cf

are supposed to be members of exclton series. As no transitions

into the n=l exciton of a exclton series coupled to the s-

symmetric I^-point are allowed from the d-symmetric initial state

it is assumed that B and B1 are the n=2 members, C and C1 the

n=3 members of exciton f amilies converging t o the r., polnt at

92,2 eV and 93,4 eV.

In thls way A could be the forbidden n=l exciton. The binding

energy B in the exciton series

E = Z - -£- with B = -ü-
0 n2 e2

would be 2.5 eV and 2.3 eV which is somewhat higher than 1.73 eV
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and 1.52 eV for the correspondlng valence band excitons.65

Assumlng B and C to be the n=l and n=2 members then B would

have the small value of 0.5 eV. Another argument for the

existence of a "forbidden" exciton series can.be seen by com-

paring the oscillator strengths of B, B1 and C, C! which are

about 3:1. This is much closer to 2.6:1 theoretically predicted
„ „ o

for j^r of a "forbidden" series61, than 8:1 theoretically pre-

dicted for -̂  of an "allowed" series.

Transition from the Xe 4d-shell. A similar but admittedly less

unambiguous identification of a forbidden exciton series can be

made for Xe 4d66 (Fig. 8), where A is also the forbidden n=l

exciton, B and G are the n=2 excitons and C and H the n=2 exci-

tons. The latter are not so well separated äs In Kr, since more

structures are in the immediate neighbourhood. Thus we would be

made to assume that In Xe higher conduction bands are closer to

the bottom of the conduction band (the s-band with r., äs the

lowest point) than in Kr, which would be slmllar to the alkali

halldes, where, wlth increasing Z the higher conduction band are

attracted by the s-band. The band calculations of Kr20 and Xe21,

however, show very slmllar shapes äs far äs the distance of the

s- and d-bands are concerned.

Beyond the first exciton series Xe shows a rieh structure, where

two peaks in the spln-orbit-splitting distance can altoays be

correlated. These structures may be explained äs excitons or

(especlally at higher energies) äs interband transitions, but

an unambiguous correlation is dlfflcult. Por further investigatlons
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of the solid rare gases an extension of Baldini's valence band

transltlon measurements65 beyond 14 eV is highly desirable.
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